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Reviewer’s report:

1. The manuscript is presented well. But I have some few comments.
   In the introduction part explanation of the plant is essential in a detail manner.
   The methodology is clear. But how was the dosage decided? no reference? no toxicity studies? The extract preparation is not clear? Is it a crude extract? or aqueous extract? Though the active principles has been mentioned some information on the identification of the components is essential. The results are clear but the legends has to be modified. In many places avoid using moringa instead can write the extract name. The extract is not mentioned at all. The discussion has to be modified. The mechanism behind the activity in relation to the active principles should be discussed clearly to substantiate the results. There are some spelling mistakes and some more references has to be included.

Overall, after these revisions the manuscript should be ok.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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